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To:
All American Flat Track Competitors
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8/17/2018
Effective Date: Immediately
Subject:
2018 Peoria TT Load-In information
AFT Paddock
We’ve had a ton of rain recently and the racetrack is in need a large amount of care, so our load-in must adapt
appropriately. While conditions are improving by the hour, we need to be very careful about our load-in procedures.
Therefore, the following rules will be in place for Saturday morning.


A mandatory early load-in will occur for all teams between 7:30am and 9:30 am. This early load-in is necessary as
teams must get loaded in before heavy equipment can be used for final surface preparation.



Large team transporters, including straight trucks, RVs and like-sized vehicles, cannot be brought down the hill
(driveway) and must be offloaded in the upper parking area. AFT and PMC will have vehicles w/trailers and sideby-sides to help bring down team equipment.



Teams with Van and Sprinter-sized vehicles will be brought down the driveway individually by AFT staff to unload
and then directed where to park.



At no time should any vehicle be driven down the hill or cross any portion of the track without permission or under
AFT escort.



Teams must contain their machines and supporting equipment within a 10’ x 20’ pit space.



There are 66 competitors entered and only 61 10 x 20 pit spaces available. As always, pit assignments are done
based on current points and order of entry for those without points. Please help each other, be neighborly and
combine pit areas whenever possible to accommodate all competitors.



After the event, AFT officials and PMC members will evaluate conditions and determine the most efficient way for
teams to exit the pit area and facility.



Let’s all work together! AFT and PMC are working hard to produce the best track condition possible, which will
provide the riders with the best track possible and give fans the show they expect and deserve.



Thank you very much for your professionalism, cooperation and patience.

